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8 Claims. 
This invention is an improvement in so-called 

shock-proof and stray-ray-proof X-ray appa 
ratus. By a novel arrangement of the component 
parts of an X-ray apparatus and by overcoming 

lo 

some difficulties which have such arrangements 
previously made impossible, I have discovered 
certain facts. Which are herein described With 
the aid of the schematic diagrams of the draw 
ing and the description of a few examples. 

Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic representation in Sec 
tion of such a unit to be connected to a high 
tension transformer. It shows some of the es 
Sential details, such as filament heating trans 
formers, method of cooling the X-ray anode, etc., 
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which details are not shown in the other fig 
ures that follow Fig. 1. ... 

Fig. 1d. is a simplified schematic representation 
of the electrical parts of Fig. 1, and illustrates 
the circuit employed. It shows how high poten 
tial accumulates on the conducting parts which 
are connected to the electrodes of the X-ray 
tube and which are centrally located in the hous 
ing. This unit is energized by applying alter 
nating current to the condensers as shown while 
one electrode of each of the valve tubes are con 
nected together via the grounded metal housing. 

Fig. 2 is a similar arrangement, except that a 
different type of X-ray and valve tube is em 
ployed. . . . ; 

Fig. 3 shows how the conducting cables be 
tween the transformer and the unit can be de 
signed so that they function at the same time as 
condenserS. 

Fig. 4 is a diagram of a slightly different way 
of connecting the component units, and 

Fig. 5 is a scheme in which the X-ray and the 
valve tube electrodes are housed in one envelope 
and in which only one high tension cable is em 
ployed. . . . . 

It is well known, that if one terminal of an 
alternating current source is applied to one of 
the electrodes of an electron discharge tube or 
valve tube and the other electrode of this valve 
tube is connected to one plate of a condenser 
while the second plate of the condenser is con 
connected to the second terminal of the alter 
nating current source, that then an unipolar 
charge accumulates or piles up on the condenser. 

It is my discovery, that if these component 
parts of an X-ray apparatus together with an 
X-ray tube are built into a tank or housing which 
is X-ray opaque and electrically grounded, there 
arise highly valuable advantages and improve 
ments in X-ray apparatus of the X-ray-proof 
and the shock-proof type. These advantages 
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arise out of the fact, that in this combination 
it is possible, for instance, to ground various 
electrical parts on to the housing and this sim 
plifies the construction and decreases the size 
of the unit. Or it is possible in some cases, to 
double the inlet voltage from the transformer 
inside the unit through which the problem of in 
Sulating of high voltage carrying parts is very 
much simplified. In one of the possible forms 
Only one cable supplying the high voltage to the 
unit is required and this cable also carries only 
One-half of the Voltage applied to the electrodes 
of the X-ray tube. 
These and many other advantages are the re 

Sult of a certain grouping of the component parts 
in combination. With an X-ray tube and an elec 
trically grounded housing or shield of which 
Several arrangements are described in the foll 
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lowing. But in all these arrangements the basic 
principle is the same and even other similar or 
equivalent arrangements might be made. 
Thus, in each of the five figures shown, if the 

transformer terminal is negative, then the 
cathode 3 of the valve unit which is conductively 
Connected to it and of which it is a part Will 
pass electrons over to its anode 4. The condenser 
plate or electrode 5, which is connected to this 
anode 4, will then be charged to a negative po 
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tential to Ward the second plate or electrode 6, 
Which is conductively connected to the other 
transformer terminal 2. 
In Figs. 1, 2 and 3, the alternating current, 

before it applies to the valve unit cathode 3, first 
passes through a condenser 6; but it is well 
known in the art, that an alternating current can 
thus be transmitted and its magnitude depends 
on the frequency of the current and the size 
of the condenser. This condenser has another 
function which is explained further on. Also 
the two condensers of Figs. 4 and 5 are connected a 
together in Series via a grounded portion, gen 
erally the housing. In Figs. 2, 3 and 5, the elec 
trodes of the X-ray tube and of the valve unit 
are placed into the same evacuated envelope but 
this is an expedient which does not alter the 
mode of functioning or the principle of action of 
the apparatus. If suitably guarded, the two sets 
of electrodes function Without interference from 
each other and this double unit functions in the 
same way as the two sets of electrodes each 
mounted in a separate envelope. 

In Fig. 1, an X-ray tube 0 is located between 
two plates A and 2 of dielectric material each 
having in its center an opening to pass the tube 
terminals through and around which opening 
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2 
there is provided an elevation to form a collar 
3 making insulative contact with the X-ray tube 

possible and thereby shielding the glass bulb 
against intensive electrical strain. The X-ray 
tube and the method of mounting these voltage 
barrier plates are preferably those in which parts 
having the envelope walls or dielectric voltage 
barriers placed along equipotential Surfaces 
rather than along lines of force, thus avoiding 
a tendency to creepage and dielectric break 
down. But any of the customary types of X-ray 
tubes can also be employed to carry out the in 
vention. 
On the side of the dielectric plates opposite the 

X-ray tube, there are two valve tubes 4 and 5 
and two condensers 6 and 7. It is found Con 
venient to construct these condensers by Wind 
ing the flexible sheets of dielectric material to 
gether with the two conducting plates or foil of 
metal upon a tube of insulating material 8 and 
9. Each of the two valve tubes can then be con 

veniently housed within one of these tubes. 
One terminal of each of the valve tubes is con 

nected to the oppositely poled terminal of the 
X-ray tube and the other terminal is connected to 
a common conductor or ground, such as the cover 
parts of the housing 20 and 2. It is to be ob 
served, that the inner conducting sheet of each 
of the condensers is connected to the conducting 
parts which connect the electrodes of the X-ray 
tube and of the valve tubes. For that reason, 
there is then no difference of potential between 
the inner layer of the condenser, the in Ward 
electrodes of each of the valve tubes and the 
thereto connected X-ray tube electrodes; the 
outward electrodes of the valve tubes are ground 
ed on to the housing. Each one of the tWO Con 
densers and valve tubes are located in metallic 
housings 22 and 23 lined with dielectric material 
24 and 25 and this housing may be filled with a 
dielectric medium such as oil, gas under pres 
sure or other highly dielectric substances, or if 
sufficiently large, in size, it may be filled with 
atmospheric air. 
The two step-down transformers 26 and 27 are 

provided to heat the filaments of the valve tube 
5 and of the X-ray tube 0. These transformers 

are insulated for high voltage to prevent the high 
Voltage piling up on the condensers from short 
circuiting into the primary supply lines. The two 
connecting Wires to these transformers in the 
cables and 2 carry primary heating current 
from insulated transformers and they serve also 
as Conductors for the high tension current from 
the main transformer. The cathode of the valve 
tube 4, which is grounded, is heated by means 
of the low voltage current from wire 28 coming 
from a low voltage transformer having one of its 
legs grounded and one side of the filament also 
connected to ground such as the housing. 
The channels 29 are for the circulating of a 

Cooling medium through the X-ray tube anode. 
This medium may be oil, water or air and the ob 
ject of it is to carry away from the anode the 
heat generated during the production of X-rayS. 
The doors 20 and 2 are removable so as to make 
access to and removal of the valve tubes easily 
possible. When fastened, the doors are electrical 
ly grounded on to the remaining portion of the 
grounded metal housing. The two metal hous 
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ing caps 22 and 23 fit on to the cylindrical metal 
Section 30 which contains the X-ray tube and 
which is made of X-ray opaque material and pro 
Vided With an exit window covered with a filter 3 
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to allow the useful X-rays to be emitted there 
through. 
The operation of the unit is as follows: alter 

nating current is applied to the primaries of the 
filament transformers 26, 27 and to the wire 
supplying the filament 3 with low voltage heat 
ing current to properly heat the cathodes 3 and 
32 to electron emission; the X-ray cathode 33 is 
heated to a smaller emission. So that Cathodes 3 
and 32 function as valve tube cathodes operating 
below voltage saturation and so that cathode 33 
functions as an X-ray producing cathode Oper 
atting at voltage Saturation. 
We have then in Fig. 1 two groups of parts, 

the first group including the cathode 33 of the 
X-ray tube 0, the anode 4 of the valve tube 4 
and one plate of the condenser 7 which are con 
nected together and which parts are located cen 
trally and equispaced from the Walls of the hOUS 
ing 23 as the result of which very good insula 
tion of these parts for high tension current can 
easily be obtained; the second group is a recti 
fier means which produces out of alternating cur 
rent a unidirectional pulsating current, and a 
source of alternating current, comprising in this 
case, the condenser 6, the valve tube 5 and the 
conductors and 2 connected from a trans 
former to the condensers 6 and fl. 
The rectifier means shown in this Fig. 1, di 

rects negative impulses from the conductor 
through the condenser 
tubes f5 and f4 on to the cathode of the X-ray 
tube and leaves there a negative charge; a mo 
ment later, when the conductor is positive, the 
impulse is directed to the anode of the X-ray 
tube and the conductor 2, which is then negative, 
adds another charge to that already piled up on 
the cathode of the X-ray tube. 

Exactly the same proceSS takes place at the 
anode of the X-ray tube and we have, therefore, 
high voltage equal to two charges piled up on the 
Well insulated parts connected to the anode and 
the cathode of the X-ray tube which are cen 
trally located and well insulated in the housing: 
all other parts carry a lower voltage, equal to 
either one charge or they are grounded on to the 
housing. 
In Fig. 1a, the electrical parts of Fig. 1 which 

form the circuit are shown schematically and in 
simpler form to illustrate the circuit traced in 
the above paragraph. 
The insulation of the cables and 2, the con 

densers 6 and T, the filament heating trans 
formers 26 and 27 and the valve tubes is there 
fore never required to be for more than one 
fourth the total voltage applied between the 
X-ray tube terminals except at the cathode of 
the valve tube. 5, the X-ray anode 34, the X-ray 
cathode 33 and the valve tube anode 4 which are 
located in the middle portion of the unit and 
Where they are therefore well insulated. 

In Fig. 2, a novel type of combination of X-ray 
and valve tube electrodes placed in one envelope 
0 is shown located between two plates and 
2 of dielectric material and on the other side 

of these plates and housed in metal shells are two 
condensers 6 and fl. In this case the valve tube 
is incorporated in the X-ray tube and hence the 
condensers may be constructed as flat discs of 
metallic conductors having plates of dielectric 
material Sandwiched between. The borders of 
these insulating discs may project sufficiently far 
Over the metallic plates to provide sufficient in 
Sulation for the conducting plates or there may 
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2,216,210 
dielectric Substance similar to that shown in con 
nection with Fig. 1. 
In Fig.2 and Fig. 3, the first group of parts 

include the anode, 4d, the X-ray cathode and the 
plate 5a of the condenser. la; the second group 
or the rectifier means comprise the condenser 
Ga, the valve tube cathode 3d and the conduc 

tors, la and 2a leading to the transformer. Ex 
cept for differences of construction of these parts, 
the result and the principle of action is exactly 
the same as that of Fig. 1. 

Still another variation of the inventive idea, 
is shown in Fig. 3. Here the same type of tube 
f is shown as in Fig. 2; but the condensers 6 
and fare shown as part of the cables Which Con 
nect the unit with the high tension transformer. 
Instead of providing ordinary insulated conduct 
ing cables through which the current impulses 
are delivered to the condenser, the cable is de 
veloped as a condenser having one conductor in 
the form of a central conductor connected to the 
X-ray tube and being surrounded with insulating 
material it has a second tubular layer of conduct 
ing material which is connected to One trans 
former terminal. It is generally again covered 
With insulating substance and a grounded metal 
lic covering. In this manner, the cable serves 
a twofold purpose, that of a condenser and that 
of a conductor if alternating current is applied 
to it. In this arrangement dielectric plates may 
be used on either side of the X-ray tube as in 
Figs. 1 and 2, or there may be provided a Suf 
ficiently large air space to produce the required 
insulation for the conductors, from the con 
densers to the vacuum tube. 
In the devices illustrated in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, 

through the fact that a potential is piled up on 
one of the condensers through a valve tube, ad 
vantage is taken of the resulting doubling of the 
voltage in the grounded housing containing the 
X-ray tube while alternating current is being 
fed in through a condenser. With the same ar 
rangement of these parts, still another advantage 
can be gained which is illustrated in Fig. 4 and 
Fig. 5. . . 

In Fig. 4, in an arrangement similar to that 
described in connection with Fig. 1, there is also 
an X-ray tube. O sandwiched in between two 
plates i and 2 of dielectric substance. These 
plates have each a hole in its center and a collar 
to enable obtaining dielectric contact with the 
envelope of the X-ray tube near the Seal-in plaCe 
for the electrodes. On each of the other sides 
of the plates are again located a condense wound 
on a tube of dielectric substance and a valve tube 
located in its center. But one of the plates of 
the condenser is connected to one of the X-ray 
tube electrodes and the oppositely poled valve 
tube electrode; the other is grounded on to the 
housing and the alternating high voltage cur 
rent is applied to the outwardly pointing terminal 
of each valve tube. Therefore, since the outer 
plate of the condenser is grounded on to the hous 
ing, it is not required that a lining of insulating 
material be provided to insulate the condenser. 
The electrical performance of the unit is the 

same as that of Fig. 1. The cathode of the X-ray 
tube oc, the anode 4c of the valve tube 3c and 
one plate of the condenser 6c are connected to 
gether and are centrally located with respect to 
the housing. The rectifier means consist of the 
valve tube, 3c which passes impulses of one polar 
ity but which blocks those of opposite polarity 
and thus passes rectified current on to the cath 
ode of the X-ray tube. The same action, in the 

3 
reversed order. With respect to polarity, takes 
place on the other side. When the conducting ter 
minal. 2 receives a positive voltage impulse. But 
the alternating current impulses, i. e. those of 
reversed polarity are not applied to raise the 
voltage further but instead of this, the charges 
piled up on the two condensers are permitted to 
discharge at a slow rate through the X-ray tube. 
This is obtained by operating the cathode at a 
relatively small emission so that the rate of uni O 
form or constant potential discharge is Small 
and the rate of charging during the impulses is 
relatively large. Hence, if the capacity of the 
condensers is large and the frequency of the al 
ternating current is high, then the current dis 
charging through the X-ray tube is approach 
ing uniform or constant potential. 
Through the use of a novel type of X-ray tube 

having additional electrodes, still another simpli 
fication illustrated in Fig. 5 becomes possible. 
These auxiliary discharge electrodes 3 and 35 op 
erating below voltage saturation are connected to 
One terminal of a transformer , of which the 
other terminal is grounded. The alternating in 
pulses are then directed either to one or the other 
of the two electrodes 4 or 32 which are connected 
to the anode and the cathode of the X-ray tube, 
depending on the polarity. The condensers 6 
and 7 are located on each side on the outside of 
the dielectric plates and 2 between which the 
X-ray tube is located. The terminals of the 
X-ray tube or the members supporting the X-ray 
tube are so constructed as to be a part of one of 
the plates of the condenser or so as at least to be 
connected to it, and the other or Second plate is 
grounded on to the housing. Thus, if the inlet 
cable supplies high tension alternating current, 
it will distribute its impulses alternately to the 
right and to the left according to the polarity of 
the impulse and so on each of the two condensers 
6 and 7, there will accumulate a charge which 

can not leak over or of the auxiliary electrodes, 
but which can discharge only over the X-ray elec 
trodes. 
Thus in this figure again, the cathode of the 

X-ray tube, the anode 4d of the valve tube which 
are housed in the One evacuated envelope and the 
plate 5d of the condenser 6d are connected to 
gether, and are centrally located in the housing. 
The rectifier means comprise the cathode 4d and 
the anode 35d which are energized with alternat 
ing current from the cable 2d, supplying rectified 
current to the cathode of the X-ray tube as in the 
case of the other figures and the possibility of 
being able to use but One high tension conducting 
cable, affords some further valuable simplifica 
tions. 
Having thus described and illustrated with 

schematic drawing several examples of the appli 
cation of my invention, I do not limit myself to 
these specific forms but I claim the broad idea, 
illustrated therein. 
I claim: 
1. A stray-ray-proof and shock-proof X-ray 

unit comprising a housing of X-ray opaque mate 
rial provided with an exit portion for X-rays, 
X-ray generating electrodes and valve action 
electrodes, evacuated envelope means of high di 
electric material in which the electrodes are sup 
ported, a condenser, one terminal of said X-ray 
generating electrodes, an oppositely poled termi 
nal of said valve action electrodes and one termi 
nal of Said condenser being connected together, 
Said terminals being located centrally and sub 
stantially equispaced from the walls of said hous 
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4. 
ing whereby good insulation of Said terminals for 
high voltage is obtained, and means for Supplying 
high voltage current to said interconnected termi 
nals and to the second terminal of said X-ray 
generating electrodes, whereby a unipolar charge 
is piled up on Said interconnected terminals. 

2. A stray-ray-proof and shock-proof X-ray 
unit as recited in claim 1, in which the X-ray 
generating electrodes and valve action electrodes 
are mounted in a Single evacuated envelope. 

3. A stray-ray-proof and shock-proof X-ray 
unit as recited in claim 1, in which the X-ray 
generating and the Valve action electrodes are 
supported in different evacuated envelopes. 

4. An X-ray unit of the shock-proof and ray 
proof type comprising a housing of X-ray non 
transparent material provided with an outlet por 
tion for X-rays, X-ray generating electrodes and 
Valve action electrodes, evacuated envelope means 
of high insulative properties in which the elec 
trodes are supported, a condenser, the cathode 
terminal of said X-ray generating electrodes, the 
anode terminal of said valve action electrodes and 
one terminal of said condenser connected to 
gether and centrally located from the walls of 
said housing whereby good insulating conditions 
for said terminals for high Voltage is obtained, 
and means for supplying high voltage current to 
said interconnected terminals and to the anode of 
said X-ray generating electrodes, whereby a uni 
polar charge is piled up on said interconnected 
terminals. 

5. An X-ray unit as recited in claim 1 in which 
the said condenser is developed as concentric 
flexible conductors spaced with flexible dielectric 
in the form of a flexible high in Sulating cable. 

6. An X-ray unit of the shock-proof and ray 
proof type having a housing of X-ray opaque 
material provided With an X-ray transparent 
portion in the form of a cylinder closed with 
rounded ends, an X-ray tube, a Valve tube and a 
condenser contained in said housing, one elec 
trode terminal of Said X-ray tube and an unlike 
poled terminal of Said valve tube and One plate 
of said condenser connected together and located 
substantially centrally in one portion of said 
housing and in another portion of said housing a 
valve tube and a condenser for rectifying alter 
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nating current and applying impulses thereof to 
the properly poled terminals of Said X-ray tube. 

7. An X-ray unit of the shock-proof and ray 
proof type comprising a housing of X-ray non 
transparent material provided with an outlet por 
tion for X-rays, X-ray generating electrodes and 
valve action electrodes, evacuated envelope means 
of high insulative properties in which the elec 
trodes are supported, a condenser, the anode ter 
minal of said X-ray generating electrodes, the 
cathode terminal of said valve action electrodes 
and One terminal of Said condenser connected to 
gether and centrally located from the walls of 
said housing whereby good insulating conditions 
for Said terminals for high Voltage is obtained, 
and means for supplying high voltage current to 
said interconnected terminals and to said cath 
ode of said X-ray generating electrodes, whereby 
a unipolar charge is piled up on said intercon 
nected terminals. 

8. An X-ray unit of the shock-proof and ray 
proof type comprising a housing in the form of a 
cylinder and having an outlet for X-rays and 
rounded ends of X-ray opaque material, located 
in One rounded portion a rectifier means com 
prising a valve tube and a condenser and in the 
cylindrical portion an X-ray tube, a Wall of di 
electric substance between said X-ray tube and 
Said condenser having an opening centrally lo 
cated therein and one electrode terminal of said 
X-ray tube passing through said opening and 
Said terminal connected to an oppositely poled 
electrode terminal of said valve tube and to one 
plate of Said condenser, in the second rounded 
portion of Said housing located a second rectifier 
means comprising a valve tube and a condenser, 
a Second Wall of dielectric Substance between said 
X-ray tube and said condenser having an open 
ing centrally located therein and one electrode 
terminal of Said X-ray tube passing through said 
Opening and Said terminal connected to an oppo 
Sitely poled electrode terminal of said valve tube 
and One plate of Said condenser and means for 
energizing said rectifier means whereby properly 
poled impulses are applied to the electrode ter 
minals of Said X-ray tube. 
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